Technical Considerations for Choosing Cloud-Based
Productivity Solutions
A guide for technical decision makers
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The Microsoft Cloud Vision
Cloud computing offers organizations of all sizes the opportunity to increase agility, reduce costs, and focus on
core business operations. User productivity applications such as email, calendaring, document creation, and
collaboration are business-critical, so moving them to the cloud requires serious consideration of vendor
capabilities. A cloud computing partner must provide a service that is reliable, highly secure, manageable, and
well-supported. They must take data privacy seriously, and they should be able to help you meet your compliance
needs.
It’s a tall order, and Microsoft® Office 365 delivers. Office 365 brings cloud versions of our most trusted
communications and collaboration products together with familiar Microsoft Office productivity solutions for
businesses of all sizes. We help make sure users get an excellent productivity experience across PC, phone, and
browser for the way they work today and the way they will work in the future.
Microsoft has provided world-class business productivity solutions for over 20 years. This is what we do. It is a full
time job, not a part-time hobby. Office 365 is a true enterprise cloud solution, designed from the ground up to
meet business requirements for security, privacy, reliability, and manageability. Office 365 provides:











Enterprise-class security
Clear, robust privacy policies
Guaranteed reliability with a financially-backed Service Level Agreement (SLA)
A familiar, easy-to-manage administrator environment with granular, enforceable policies
Flexible identity services including single sign-on capability
The ability to maintain a hybrid cloud/on-premises deployment
Industry-standard certifications to help you meet compliance requirements
A robust, familiar, and proven desktop client (Office Professional Plus) with browser and mobile clients for
access virtually anywhere
One of the world’s largest and most experienced developer and partner ecosystems
Flexible, easy-to-understand pricing that delivers real value for businesses of all sizes

This document provides technical considerations for choosing Office 365, questions you should ask other cloud
hosting providers before choosing their services, and challenges some customers might face when choosing
Google as their cloud productivity services provider.
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Security and Privacy
When allowing an external service provider to store and manage data, IT decision makers must consider security,
data protection, privacy, and data ownership. Microsoft takes these concerns seriously and has applied its years of
cloud and on-premises experience with security and privacy to Office 365 services. Microsoft can help businesses
get the benefits of cloud computing with the enterprise-grade security they require—regardless of the
organization’s size.
Microsoft takes a comprehensive approach to protecting your data at both the physical layer (exemplified by our
$2 billion investment in state-of-the-art data centers) and the logical layer (for example, with security-aware
engineering practices for services and software).
Office 365 provides highly secure access across platforms and devices as well as premium anti-spam and antivirus
technologies that are automatically updated to protect against the latest threats. The security features and
services associated with Office 365 are built in, reducing the time and cost associated with securing your IT
systems.
Google came to prominence through its ad-supported solutions for consumers and is primarily in the business of
selling targeted advertising. As a true enterprise-class solution, Office 365 does not rely on ads for revenue
support nor does it scans the emails of its users to serve targeted ads.
Questions to Ask Cloud Vendors
 Do they scan user emails or enable advertising to your users in any way?
 Can they tell you where your data physically resides?
 How do they control administrator access to the service?
 How do they maintain the privacy of and provide security for customer information?
 Do they use tape backups?
 How do they integrate into your existing on-premises directory and your access and authentication
infrastructure and policies?
 What are the account policies that they support for security features such as like strong passwords, password
history, account lockout, auditing, and transfer of ownership?
With Microsoft
 Office 365 does not offer advertising to users in any way.
 There is a clear separation between business and consumer services.
 There is no ambiguity in our privacy statements about usage of your data.
 We can tell you where your information is stored based on your ship-to address.
 You know exactly who has access to what data and under which condition.
 We provide strong password policies including password length, complexity and aging combined with
account lockout.
 We provide seamless integration with leading multi-factor authentication systems.
 You can control which device can access Office 365 and under which network.
 Office 365 works with Information Rights Management to allow you to prevent sharing, editing, or printing of
documents and manage content expiration.
 Office 365 with ITAR Support gives federal agencies the highest level of data isolation.
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With Google
 Google Apps consumer and business solutions run on a single architecture, increasing your privacy and
security risks.
 Google Apps architecture makes it impossible to identify where your user data resides, increasing exposure to
regulations where you may not even conduct business.
 IT can serve advertising to users with single the click of a button.
 There are basic group policies, but little to no support for complex inherited permissions.
 Google maintains the right to your information, even after you have deleted it, which presents a privacy risk
down the road.
 Google relies on a number of third party applications to make it work with your on-premises environment,
increasing your security and compliance risks
 Google does not provide strong password support. They only support
Additional resources
setting password length but do not support password complexity,
Office 365 Trust Center
history, or account policy enforcement.
Security in Office 365 whitepaper
 Google has minimal auditing capabilities, limiting your understanding
Privacy in Office 365 whitepaper
of what users are doing with data and hampering your ability to track
down and eliminate data leakage in your organization.
 Google does not offer Information Rights Management and has limited
ability to lock down documents using advanced security.

Figure 1: The Office 365 Trust Center provides unparalleled transparency
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Standards and Certifications
All vendors claim that their services are secure. What you need to know is whether these claims are supported by
independent audits and follow internationally recognized standards. Office 365 is the first and only major cloud
based productivity service that employs security frameworks based on the International Standards Organization
(ISO/IEC 27001:2005) standards and is ISO 27001 certified by independent auditors. Our ISO 27001 certifications
enable customers to evaluate how Microsoft meets or exceeds the standards and implementation guidance
against which we are certified.
We are also the first and only to contractually commit to a set of stringent European Union-wide data protection
requirements called the EU Model Clauses, as well as additional requirements from individual member states.
With Office 365, even organizations in highly regulated industries can get the benefits of cloud services. For
customers in the health sciences industry, we are offering to sign the Business Associate Agreement (BAA) for any
Microsoft Enterprise Agreement customer. The BAA enables our customers to comply with aspects of the US
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) concerning individually identifiable health
information. For our US government customers, we offer a dedicated hosted version of our service designed to
meet the Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA).
Finally, Office 365 delivers a broad set of built-in compliance capabilities such as email archiving and discovery as
well as records management in Exchange Online and SharePoint Online that are critical to regulatory compliance
across industries.
Questions to Ask Cloud Vendors
 How will they enable you to meet your compliance requirements?
 How can you verify that they are living up to their marketing claims?
 What tools and capabilities do they provide to assist you in minimizing legal risk?
 How do they help me meet EU-wide data protection directives and EU member state requirements?
With Microsoft
 Confidence and assurance that you are entrusting your data with the leader in compliance and standards.
Office 365 was the first cloud-based productivity suite to achieve:
o ISO 27001 certification
o EU Model Clauses and Data Processing Agreement signed with all customers
o EU Safe Harbor
o HIPAA/BAA agreements signed with Enterprise Agreement customers
 Built in email archiving and discovery to make it easier to manage legal and regulatory risk.
 Email retention and document records management policy capabilities to enable you to meet your
compliance requirements.
 A dedicated hosted model designed for US government agencies that meets the FISMA Moderate
certification.
With Google
 Offers no commitment to EU-wide data protection directives.
 Offers no commitment to HIPAA concerning protected health information.
 Does not follow international security standards such as ISO 27001.
 Critical compliance tools are bolted on, cost extra, and work only for
emails.
 No compliance capabilities for documents.
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Service Resiliency and Experience
Office 365 offerings are delivered by highly resilient systems with a comprehensive commitment to the customer
experience. Office 365 capitalizes on the decades of experience in delivering business productivity solutions and
supporting major enterprises on mission critical applications.
Resiliency is built into every part of the Office 365 system from data centers to the desktop. Multiple copies of
customer data are stored in real time to enable Office 365 to recover quickly from unexpected events up to and
including the loss of an entire data center. With Microsoft Office Professional Plus on the desktop, companies can
leverage innovative technologies such as Outlook cached mode and the Office Document Cache so their users can
work even without network access. Because of this commitment to reliability and availability, Microsoft offers a
financially-backed SLA when any Office 365 service drops below 99.9 percent availability. Service levels are
measured using a transparent methodology designed to give our customers visibility. In order to provide the most
accurate and reliable availability statistics, we include figures only from our Office 365 customers and cover all
major components of our service.
Beyond the SLA, our service is backed by 24/7 support available in multiple languages. On average our support
engineers have over 10 years of product experience. We are there for you from licensing to deployment to daily
use. Office 365 has over 42,000 partners ready to help you evaluate or deploy Office 365. Or, work directly with
Microsoft to deploy Office 365 with the CloudVantage program which provides you with the highest level of
service and support.
Questions to Ask Cloud Vendors
 Can your users keep working if the service goes down or if they do not have Internet connectivity?
 What are the precise terms of 24/7 phone support?
 Does support cover all the services that you use?
 Do they regularly test their data center failover scenarios and publish their Recovery Time Objective (RTO) and
Recovery Point Objective (RPO)?
 Do they use tape or real-time back-up systems?
 Does their SLA cover all parts of their service?
With Microsoft
 Our SLA covers every user and every component of our suite, not just the 95 percent who are not
experiencing maintenance downtime, and is based on actual users in your organization.
 We don’t use tape backup and publish actual RTO/RPO, not an ambiguous claim of “zero.”
 We offer a true financially-backed SLA and pay you cash when there is an outstanding credit balance.
 Our enterprise-tested support organization has a proven methodology to keep customers informed during
outages.
 Our 24/7 phone support is available for even one-user outages and has options for even higher levels of
support.
 Our partner ecosystem makes it easy to deploy and support your Office 365 deployment.
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With Google
 Customers do not get money back in the case of a broken SLA—only service credits added at the end of their
contract.
 Google’s SLA requires that more than 5 percent of your users are down before Google starts counting
downtime. Can you afford to have more than 5 percent of your users continually down before it is considered
an issue?
 Claims of zero RPO and RTO seem highly unlikely when they need to restore from tape.
 Google’s SLA calculation is based on an ambiguous synthetic model for only 95 percent of their user base,
covers only a partial set of their services, and includes their nonpaying consumer users.
 Phone support is ostensibly available for all customers, but
Additional resources
incidents must meet a certain Google-defined level of severity
 Office 365 Service Level Agreement
before they receive priority attention.
 Office 365 Marketplace
 Google will only provide support during business days and hours
 Office 365 CloudVantage
for the majority of support incidents.

Manageability
Moving services to the cloud can reduce the management burden on IT personnel, but it does not eliminate
management. In fact, the ability to easily manage and configure your services in the way that works best for your
organization is one of the strengths of Office 365. . Organizations need to be able to create, manage, and delete
users easily; enforce security policies with appropriate levels of granularity and cross-device efficacy; and manage
and monitor multiple services seamlessly from a centralized set of management tools.
Office 365 enables you to easily control permissions, policies, and features through online administration and
management consoles so you can configure Office 365 to meet your specific operational and security needs.
These consoles are designed to be easy to use, enabling delegation of day-to-day tasks to non-specialist IT
personnel, yet robust enough to support advanced enterprise manageability needs. Only Microsoft enables
seamless management of hybrid cloud/on-premises deployments as a single entity and offers cloud-based
management of on-premises PCs via Windows InTune.
Questions to Ask Cloud Vendors
 Do they provide the granular level of control you need to serve all your users?
 Can they deliver the group management capabilities you need?
 Do they provide rich site management capabilities so that you retain control?
 Do administration features work seamlessly out of the box or will I need to build my own interface based on
APIs? What migration tools will they provide to move your on-premises data to the cloud?
 Who is going to be there on Monday morning after the switch to cloud-based services?
 What are the requirements for client machines and what support do they offer in deploying the appropriate
software to your desktops?
With Microsoft
 Manage users easily via the administration interface or through easy-to-use Remote PowerShell scripts.
 Assign roles and permissions to limit access to sensitive administrative functions.
 Create multiple site collections, each with different profile policies and permissions.
 Limit access to site data from non-employees and other business applications.
 Manage all recipient types and distribution groups from one console.
 Migrate data from on-premises Exchange deployments to the cloud using powerful, free tools, including the
ability to perform phased migrations.
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Make deployment easy and seamless by choosing from hundreds of experienced partners or working directly
with Microsoft.
Deploy and manage client software using a variety of Microsoft and third-party tools.

With Google
 ”Do-it-yourself” approach to administration and management.
 Hidden costs of becoming a Google expert in order to build missing pieces.
 No hybrid deployments—it’s the cloud or nothing.
 Limited site management capabilities expose you to security and compliance risks.
 Limited support during critical times such as the switchover to cloud services.
 Limited management tools that are primarily designed for small organizations and are not robust enough for
complex deployments or enterprise organizations.
 No desktop deployment tools to deploy and manage required client software (yes, deploying Google Apps
will require you to install software in the vast majority of cases).

Figure 2: The Office 365
administration page

Figure 3: Office 365 automatic updates reduce IT costs
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Hybrid Deployments and Identity Federation
With Office 365, you can switch to a pure cloud environment or integrate cloud services into your on-premises IT
infrastructure. Move some users to the cloud and keep others on-premises. Your users will likely never know the
difference. Microsoft is the only cloud services vendor to offer an end-to-end solution that seamlessly combines
on-premises software with cloud services. You make the choice, and you are in control.
Whether you need a hybrid deployment as part of your phased migration to the cloud or a permanent state due
to regulatory or operational issues, Microsoft has the solution for you. Potential scenarios include:



Splitting between on-premises and online users within a workload such as Exchange and SharePoint.
Having users on any of the workloads (Exchange, SharePoint, or Lync) in the cloud while using other
workloads on-premises.

With the majority of enterprises today being deployed on Active Directory, there is a good chance that Microsoft
Active Directory® is your directory of choice. Office 365 provide you the tools such as Active Directory Sync
(DirSync) and Active Directory Federation Services (ADFS) that seamlessly integrate Office 365 into your local
Active Directory infrastructure and have a single sign on experience for both users in the cloud and on-premises.
ADFS 2.0 is a flexible identity and access solution that lets you control access to Office 365 by application types
(browser or rich application), device types (PC or mobile devices) and network types (internal or external to a
company network). It also works with many leading third party multi-factor authentication systems to provide
additional layers of access protection. ADFS 2.0 is also extensible to other third party applications with an open
and interoperable claims-based model for federation (WS –Trust, WS-Federation and Security Assertion Markup
Language (SAML)). With Office 365, organizations have the ultimate flexibility to adopt cloud computing at a pace
that makes sense for their business and the mixed environments they are in.
Questions to Ask Cloud Vendors
 Do they offer on-premises, cloud-based, and hybrid options, or will you be forced to choose all or nothing?
 Do all your users have to rely solely on cloud-based tools?
 Will the solution work with what you have in place today?
 Do you have to migrate all your users at once?
With Microsoft
 You get an end-to-end authentication solution with ADFS and can leverage any existing investments in Active
Directory.
 There is a seamless hybrid experience between on-premises and online users.
 Organizations can choose the deployment architecture that works for them and move to the cloud all at once,
gradually, or not at all.
 You can run applications on-premises, hosted and managed by Microsoft or Microsoft partners, or a
combination.
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With Google
 Google Apps is offered only as a “software-as-a-service” solution and
will require you to migrate users immediately.
 In order to leverage existing investments such as Microsoft Office or
Active Directory, IT will need to deploy an array of third-party
connectors, adapters, and new servers, and even possibly rewrite
existing code.
 You don’t get the same level of access control provided by Microsoft
Office 365 working with Microsoft Active Directory Federation
Services.

Additional resources
 Exchange deployment
options whitepaper
 Designing hybrid SharePoint
environments whitepaper
 ADFS Resources

Figure 4: IT can administer online and on-premises deployments from the same tool
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Mobility and Unified Messaging
Office 365 delivers online versions of proven enterprise-solutions such as Office, Exchange, Lync, and SharePoint.
Native connectivity between the solutions in the Microsoft technology stack enables seamless integration
between familiar Office desktop software and the cloud productivity capabilities of Office 365. They work together
for the benefit of information flow, collaboration, and communication. Google Apps provides some sharing and
collaboration, but it lacks the deep business process connections inherent in Microsoft offerings.
Some organizations see Google’s online-only orientation as a benefit, but in fact it offers the “worst of both
worlds.” Most organizations will still have to install client software—just without the benefit of tested deployment
management solutions. The Outlook® Sync Tool must be deployed on every machine to enable even partial
connectivity between Outlook and Gmail. For Lync-like features, users must download the GTalk application and
Video Add-On and deploy this add-on to every desktop. For the productivity apps, Google requires the user to
install a new browser (that is, Google Chrome) for an optimal experience. Google promotes installed apps such as
OffiSync and Memeo to achieve tasks natively handled in Office 365. On the IT side, Google requires organizations
to maintain several servers and connectors on-premises to enable Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)
and Line of Business (LOB) Apps to talk to Google Apps. Since Google does not have a unified SLA and support
approach, certain Google software falls outside their SLA and support guidelines so you are left figuring out what
is and what is not supported.
Office 365 users do not have to trade functionality to access their applications and data from the cloud. In fact,
Office 365 provides rich capabilities beyond just documents with web conferencing, cloud voicemail, desktop
sharing and other unified messaging capabilities. With Google, you not only lose functionality but are required to
run Google’s browsers and add-ins to get the functionality you need, with significant inconvenience to IT and
users.
Microsoft solutions support enhanced document fidelity when files move from the desktop to the web or to the
phone. In contrast, Google Apps may not support the level of document fidelity required by many organizations.
Commonly used Microsoft Word features such as watermarks, tables of contents, headers and footers, page
numbers, tables, and formatting can be lost when converting a Word document to Google Docs.
Google touts their real-time collaboration capabilities, but their solution simply shows what others are typing and
does not stop users from overwriting each other’s work. Co-authoring in Microsoft Word employs a more
considered approach, enabling collaborators to finish a thought before sharing it with the group. Microsoft’s
approach is based on research into how people actually work together on documents rather than being thrown
together by engineers as a side project.
Office 365 is delivers a familiar, yet enhanced user experience across PC, phone, and browser with experiences
tailored for each platform. It works seamlessly with Office Professional Plus on the desktop, providing features
such as click-to-communicate and real-time presence inside Office Applications. Exchange Online, Lync Online,
and SharePoint Online all deliver full-featured experiences via popular Web browsers. Office Web Apps enable
users to get work done almost anywhere with online versions of Word, Excel, and PowerPoint. Additionally, users
of Windows Phone devices enjoy a fast and streamlined mobile Office productivity experience.
Exchange ActiveSync provides a powerful mobile device management experience in Office 365. It provides
powerful policy controls that can be enforced down to the level of single users. It’s such an important platform
that Google has licensed Exchange ActiveSync to be the basis of their mobile device management solution.
Microsoft also worked with RIM to enable BlackBerry Business Cloud Services, which are hosted by RIM and
extend Microsoft Office 365 Exchange Online services to BlackBerry smartphones. Customers can provision and
manage BlackBerry smartphones within this environment, similar to managing other devices with Exchange
ActiveSync.
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Questions to Ask Cloud Vendors
 What happens when Google has a problem or goes down? What mechanisms are provided for maintaining
backups of your data?
 What options does Google provide for offline access?
 What do I have to install to get Voice, Video, Outlook integration and more to work?
 Do you offer technologies to manage desktop deployment of your software?
 What happens to the formatting of Word or other Office documents saved on Google Apps?
 Google claims 100 percent web, but actually requires significant server and client side software to be
deployed in most situations. Have those costs been considered in the decision-making process?
 Did you know that MS actually supports more browsers for their web clients than Google does?
With Microsoft
 You get true offline capabilities with rich, robust Microsoft Office desktop applications.
 A single, familiar collaboration and productivity experience across the entire enterprise and multiple devices
helps users get more done.
 Full document fidelity is supported across multiple devices, whereas Google only supports N to N-1 versions.
 Older browsers are supported, including Internet Explorer 7 and up.
 Powerful productivity experiences are available across PC, phone, and browser.
 Leader in unified messaging with hosted voice mail and online conferencing
 Native Exchange ActiveSync technology supports powerful mobile device management capabilities.
With Google
 Users must make do with business tools that are less capable than what they are used to with Microsoft
Office.
 Google’s HTML5 solution for offline access is very limited: users cannot attach documents, the contact
management experience is feature-limited, and calendar integration between offline and online versions is
error-prone.
 Google Contacts are not organization-aware. Users cannot browse through a unified address book that allows
them to understand organizational structure. They cannot obtain detailed contact information and do not
have one-click access to call, IM, email or schedule meetings with other users in their organization.
 The only offline directory solution Google offers is via the Google Apps Connector for Outlook, which
supports email and name only.
 Google Apps does not offer rich real-time collaboration capabilities such as multi-party web conferencing or
voice mail integration.
 Google licenses Exchange ActiveSync to provide their users with enterprise-grade administrative and policy
controls, demonstrating that Microsoft technology is the gold standard in mobile device management.
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Pricing and Licensing
Different organizations have different needs. Office 365 is available in several easy-to-understand levels to deliver
the greatest value for a given customer’s investment including:





Office 365 for Professionals and Small Businesses: For businesses with up to 25 employees and no dedicated
IT staff.
Office 365 for Midsized Businesses and Enterprises: Has four levels to meet various organizational needs.
Office 365 for Kiosk Workers: Low-cost, online-only plans perfect for bringing corporate email and
collaboration tools to those who have not had them previously.
Office 365 for Education: Plans for academic and educational institutions.

Google has a “one size fits none” approach. Google Apps offers the same solution that consumers use with only
three workloads: messaging, collaboration, and basic productivity. In contrast, Microsoft Office 365 offers different
SKUs for different customer segments because we understand that every business is different. These levels were
carefully designed in collaboration with our customers and partners to satisfy their needs at the lowest cost.
Many organizations are attracted to the low up-front price of Google’s offering. However, it is important to
carefully consider the value provided for the investment. Google’s $50 per user price tag does not include thirdparty solutions that may be required such as Postini for archiving, MyLogin for single sign-on, WebEx for
enterprise video conferencing, and so on. All these capabilities are available in all Office 365 levels. Here are just a
few of the hidden costs of Google Apps:






Users have separate sign-on names and passwords for network access and Google Apps. To enable a single
sign-on for both, organizations must use a third-party application.
Google’s rudimentary security and auditing tools require you to add third-party solutions to understand who
has access to which documents and where those documents are being shared.
Users cannot migrate Tasks from Outlook to Google, forcing them to recreate Tasks.
After switching to Google Apps, many users find that even routine tasks take more time than necessary
because of the unfamiliar interface and meager online help.
Because Google Apps do not support Information Rights Management, email message recipients can easily
edit, forward, or print sensitive information. With productivity documents, users can easily reveal sensitive
information to others internally or leak it to people outside the organization.

Finally, Google Apps still does not deliver the rich productivity features that have been available in Microsoft
Office for years. Office 365 delivers far greater value than its nearest competitors at any price point.
Questions to Ask Cloud Vendors
 How much will it cost for Google Apps to have on-par functionality with Microsoft solutions?
 Is the value of an offering in how much you are given for a fixed price, given what we are able to consume,
both technically and legal-risk wise?
With Microsoft
 You can get the right plan for users or groups of users.
 Office 365 delivers greater value for the investment.

Additional resources
 Office 365 plans
 The hidden costs of Google Apps

With Google
 The $50 per user per year price masks hidden costs that come
with deployment, IT support, user training, maintaining file
fidelity, and third-party solutions for a wide variety of typical enterprise IT needs.
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Developer Ecosystem
A significant number of businesses need more than “off-the-shelf” software. They have special requirements,
custom LOB applications, or legacy systems that require the assistance of developers. Office 365 is highly
configurable and standards-compliant. Microsoft has one of the largest and most experienced networks of
partners in the world. You can get virtually any assistance you need, from deployment to administration to
customization, all from trusted names in the IT business. Whether you work with a partner or your own internal IT
team, tools such as SharePoint Designer and Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 make it easy to customize Office 365 to
your needs.
Because Office 365 offers so much more built-in functionality than Google Apps, many customers find that their
need for third-party solutions is greatly reduced. However, customers requiring ultimate control over their
deployment can choose a hybrid Microsoft deployment and keep some functionality on-premises while moving
other services to the cloud. With no on-premises solution, Google is severely limited in the custom scenarios it
supports.
Microsoft offers a rich platform across Exchange, Lync, SharePoint and Office to allow you to build robust
solutions that meet your business needs. Whether you want to connect Office 365 to on-premises databases or
LOB systems using SharePoint Business Connectivity Services or extend Lync with new functionality, Microsoft
provides the tools, platform, and documentation to make it easy for customers and partners to build these
solutions. In comparison, Google has limited tools, limited platform capabilities, and a small partner ecosystem.
Much of Google’s platform and many of its tools are experimental, in beta, open source and are not supported by
Google. Many solutions are provided through tools in the Google Marketplace—vendors in which do not have the
same qualifications or certifications that Google itself has. You are left with no alternatives or support if you run
into issues.
Questions to Ask Cloud Vendors
 What tools and platform capabilities do they provide to make it easy to customize and development on top of
their solution?
 Is their development platform supported and covered by their SLA?
 How easy is it to find developers with the skills you need to do custom development?
With Microsoft
 Get the support you need with a large, established, and trusted partner ecosystem.
 Easily find developers with the experience you need to get the right solution, such as .NET Framework
development.
 Customize solutions easily right ”out of the box” without coding, and use free tools such as SharePoint
Designer that make customization easy.
 Develop using professional development tools such as Visual Studio that allow for team development, rich
diagnostics, debugging and testing and support for the latest
development standards.
With Google
 Unsupported and experimental tools and platform that are not
covered by Google’s SLA
 Rudimentary and out of date documentation
 A confusing array of APIs, open source tools, and experimental
technologies that fail to meet many customers’ needs.
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Figure 5: SharePoint Designer makes customizing SharePoint Online sites easy

Change and Innovation
The value of Microsoft’s online solution is not about the number of features (although it certainly wins on that
score). It’s about 24/7 expert phone support, native integration between solutions, enterprise-class reliability, the
familiar Office user interface—in other words, the key value of Office 365 is trust.


Customers do not like surprises. Google does not offer a coherent roadmap for enterprise customers, ends
new features with little or no notice (examples include Google Wave, Google Buzz, Google Gears, Gmail client
for Blackberry, and others), and does not cover services beyond the seven core Google Apps services under
their SLA. Is it ‘innovation’ to drop more than 200 features in a given year, in random order, on your users?

Microsoft provides 12 months’ notice to customers for any significant changes and does not provide any services
linked to Office 365 that are not covered under the Office 365 SLA. Google provides access to many popular
consumer apps like Google Videos and Picasa, but they are not part of the SLA, nor are they supported. Microsoft
provides a roadmap and strategy to help you understand our vision and benefit from innovation in ways that work
for your business. Google provides one week advance notice for new features and forces upgrades and transitions
at their pace, not yours.
Questions to Ask Cloud Vendors
 What level of control do you have over the features available to your users and when they are deployed?
 What is the organization’s roadmap for its products? How does it align with your organization’s needs?
 What are the additional costs of integration with your existing IT infrastructure?
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With Microsoft
 Plan effectively with a 12-18 month roadmap and monthly updates.
 Know what’s coming up with a 12 month lifecycle policy for major changes to the service.
 Work with a company that has 20+ years’ experience in understanding business IT needs for businesses of all
sizes.
 Deliver the richest set of collaboration capabilities to users throughout your organization with the least risk.
With Google
 Little to no advance notice of new features and services.
 Many services are available, but not officially supported.
 No ability to postpone they deployment of new features.

Conclusion
Microsoft delivers enterprise-grade solutions for businesses of all sizes, priced to provide extraordinary value. We
are committed to providing you the highest quality products, support, and services that will help make the
transition to the cloud seamless for you and your end users. We have a long-term roadmap and commitment to
making sure that you get the most value from your investment in Microsoft services. Our business depends on it.
Google makes over 96 percent of their revenue from advertising and, according to Gartner, less the 0.5 percent
from productivity services. Who would you trust with your productivity needs today and into the future?
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